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The relevance of the research topic. Russia and Switzerland for a long
time time is a profitable partner for cooperation, as on the world stage, and in
bilateral relations. Switzerland and Russia have already identified areas where
cooperation can be beneficial for both countries. One of them – health.
Switzerland is one of the leaders in this field, supplying high-quality equipment
to Russia, which makes it useful and important partner. Other important area
interaction-energy. Russia, being an energy giant, it occupies a Central place.
Being a reliable supplier hydrocarbons'. However, Switzerland has something
to offer. It's coming, first of all, about the technologies of energy saving and
environmentally friendly productions. Despite the current political situation and
sanctions, countries have great potential for cooperation. So Swiss enterprises
make large investments in various industries Russian economy. Russia is the
largest exporter mineral resource. At the political and strategic level,
Switzerland mainly it is of interest to Russia as a potential intermediary in
relations with the European Union. Based on the above, the study of modern
development Russian-Swiss relations are relevant.
The aim of the work is to study foreign policy Switzerland and Russia, as
well as Russian — Swiss cooperation. Achieving this goal involves setting and
solving following task:
–

to study the geopolitical position of Russia and Switzerland;

–

to study the development of relations between Russia and Switzerland;

–

to explore the role of Russia and Switzerland in international relations;

–

to identify the basis of cooperation between Russia and Switzerland;

–

to analyze the prospects for the development of Russian-Swiss relations'.
The scientific novelty of the research is that the work the bases of

cooperation between Russia and Switzerland are revealed many areas: political,
economic, health, in trade and tourism, as well as the development of socio –
cultural relations. Having a large number of common interests is beneficial
affect the relations between the two countries. This allows us to understand that
cooperation between Russia and Switzerland is very promising and has great
plans for the future.
The structure of the graduation work. This work consists of an
introduction, two chapters, consists of five sections, conclusions and
bibliographic list, consisting of 75 sources, 7 of which are foreign language.
The total volume of work is 75 pages typescript.
Summary: Russia is one of the main partners of Switzerland. Two.
countries have many common interests. Russia, as a member of the UN
Security Council and the G20 is a major international player. Since the signing
of the Memorandum of understanding (MOU) between our foreign ministries in
2007, bilateral cooperation withwearing developed significantly. The MOU
defines a framework for systematic-closer cooperation in the areas of: – foreign
policy and security – justice, police and migration; – economic and scientific
issues; – education and culture. Representatives of both foreign ministries meet
regularlythey are for consultations. There are close contacts in the
parliamentary level, with active parliamentary friendship groups in both
countries. Since March 2009, Switzerland has represented Russia in TtiliXI and
Georgia in Moscow after the collapse of diplomatic relations between Russia
and Georgia in 2008. Russia is a large market with significant potential for the
doormancompanies. Switzerland is committed to creating optimal conditions
for Swiss business and has an action plan for the development of economica
relationship to achieve this goal. Bilateral combined ecothe nomic Commission
meets on an annual basis. Swiss Business center, which is integrated into the

Embassy Switzerland, advises Swiss companies intending to enter the Russian
market, and promote Switzerland as a place for business. In the field of
education and science, the Embassy of Switzerland supports close contacts with
relevant ministries, with many Russianmi universities and research institutes.
He promotes exchange and cooperation between educational and scientificbut
— research institutes in both countries and supports them potential for
innovation. For this reason, on 17 December 2012 the Russian sveicarija
concluded a bilateral agreement on science and researchYah. Switzerland and
Russia regularly consult on issues of rights man's. Since 2003, bilateral
consultations have been held at theon an annual basis in Switzerland and Russia
alternately. Both countries also regional conflicts are regularly discussed.
Switzerland supports small projects in the field of human rightsspacecraft.
Since 1997 together with Russia works on the implementation of social work in
Russian prisons, and since 2009-on the reform of the systemwe are juvenile
justice. Since 2007, our countries have also cooperated in the field of prison
health. Business and human rights are also one line of business. The Embassy
of Switzerland supports project to improve conditions for employees
participating in trainingke world Cup 2018 in Russia. Switzerland also supports
the project to promote humanitarian dialogue in the North Caucasian. At the
multilateral level, cooperation is carried out within the framework of
international organizations, especially the UN human rights Council, Council of
Europe and the organization for security and cooperation in Europe (OSCE.)

